BRAINYACT INTERVENTION STUDY (PI: Anjana Bhat, PT, PhD): Children between 5 and 15 years of age with Autism are invited to participate in this study. The study examines the effects of 8 weeks of BrainyAct videogaming on perceptuo-motor and cognitive skills of children and involves up to 24 sessions for ~1 hour each. Testing will occur at UD and training will be provided at the DFit community center in New Castle or Pike Creek, DE. Participating families may receive $360 approx. in gift card (@$10 per session completed) including some travel costs. You can help by volunteering for our study. If interested, please call us at (443) 523-8680 or email to abhat@udel.edu.

Screening Form Link:
https://redcap.chrc.udel.edu/redcap/surveys/?s=YFWCP94HE3PPXJYL
Child Playing BrainyAct